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CHIEF CONSTABLE
STEVE JUPP
Thank you for your interest in the position of Chief 
Inspector/Detective Chief Inspector in Suffolk.

This is an exciting time to join Suffolk Constabulary 
in what will undoubtedly be a significant and 
challenging leadership role. We are looking for  
exceptional officers, who have the vision, skills and 
professionalism to lead and motivate a dedicated 
team of officers  and staff committed to fighting 
crime and protecting our communities. We want 
people  who  share  our values, who will lead by 
example, with a ‘can do’ positive attitude that 
characterises the culture of our Force.

In Suffolk we have undertaken  an ambitious 
programme of transformation and change, and 
are currently exploring and implementing new 
ways of working that have developed positively 
through policing the Covid pandemic.  It is vital we 
are joined by people who are innovative, energetic 
and progressive to ensure we meet our ambition to 
provide an exemplary service to those we serve. 

We  operate  in  a  highly  effective  collaboration  
with Norfolk Constabulary, you may find yourself 
commanding staff and programmes of work for both 
constabularies such is the level of trust expected by 
both Chief Constables.
 
Suffolk is amongst the safest counties in England. 
However the size of the county, combined with 
challenges such as cross-border criminality, county 
lines, service to rural communities, an expanded 
population during the summer months, plus city- 
type demand in the main population centres, offers 
a unique policing challenge.

The role of Chief Inspector/Detective Chief Inspector 
is an important one for  both us as a service and 
you in your career. Having served in four different 
forces including the Metropolitan Police & West 
Midlands I can reassure you that Suffolk offers a very 
challenging yet highly enjoyable role. Additionally, it 
is a wonderful county in which to live.

We are happy to talk to prospective candidates on 
an informal basis, so you can find out more about 
us, our organisation, our culture, our challenges, and 
as I’ve said this fantastic opportunity you will find in 
Suffolk.

On behalf of the Chief Officer Team I’d like to thank 
you for your interest in Suffolk Constabulary. Good 
luck, and I look forward to receiving your application.

Chief Constable 
Steve Jupp
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WELCOME TO SUFFOLK
The Constabulary covers 1,466 
square miles across a county 
that is largely rural but home to 
a number of vibrant urban areas. 
It has a coastline that stretches 
from Lowestoft to Felixstowe (one 
of the largest container ports in 
Europe), four military bases and 
a nuclear power station.

The county’s population has 
grown by 2.3% since 2011 and is 
expected to rise to over 770,000 
by 2023. By 2023 over 50% of the 
population is anticipated to be 
aged 45 and over. 

More than 83,000 people in 
Suffolk live in income deprivation. 
Tourism plays a key role in the 
local economy contributing £1.85 
billion in 2016, with 38,369 
associated jobs.

Suffolk Constabulary serves a population of over 745,000 with 1,096 full 
time equivalent police officer posts, 880 police staff, 160 special 
constables and 170 volunteers. In Suffolk there are nine policing localities - 

Mildenhall, Bury St Edmunds, Sudbury, Stowmarket, Ipswich West and 
Hadleigh, Ipswich Central, Ipswich East, Felixstowe & Woodbridge and 
Lowestoft & Halesworth. 
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Total funding for policing 
in 2020/21 is £133 million.

Two years ago the constabulary realigned its 
local policing model as a result of the Suffolk 
Local Policing Review. 

As part of an evolutionary process the 
constabulary has embraced 2025, the national 
policing vision for the future. 

For more information on this go to, 
suffolk.police.uk/2025

SINCE 2010, POLICING IN 
SUFFOLK HAS RISEN TO THE 
FINANCIAL CHALLENGE POSED 
BY A PERIOD OF AUSTERITY. This represents a significant increase in 

funding for the Constabulary following the 
government’s announcement to increase 
police officer numbers nationally by 
20,000 over the next three years. Working 
collaboratively with Norfolk Constabulary 
and partners across the Eastern Region, 
£30 million has been identified in savings 
since 2010, £19 million of which has been 
achieved through collaboration.
These savings have been against a backdrop of 
substantial growth in certain areas of crime and 
new potential threats to the county. 

The Constabulary’s strategic assessment 
outlines a departure from ‘traditional’ crime, 
emphasising vulnerability and hidden harm, e.g. 
serious sexual offences, child sexual exploitation, 
hate crime, domestic abuse and honour based 
abuse & modern slavery. 

The composition of recorded crime 
has changed with substantial growth 
in recorded abuse and violent crime 
– domestic abuse offences have 
increased by 30% in the last year and 
violence by 13%.

There is an increase in both the 
volume and complexity of demand, 
including significant demand around 
safeguarding and mental health.
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999
in a typical 
week,suffolk 
constabulary 
deals with:

2157 
emergency 
999 calls

3239
incidents

1049 
crimes 
reported

32 
sexual 
assaults

285 
violent 
crimes
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hmicfrs
reports

EXPLORE THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK BY CLICKING THE LINKS BELOW
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https://www.visitsuffolk.com/
https://www.suffolkonboard.com/
https://www.rightmove.co.uk/house-prices-in-Suffolk.html
https://www.visitsuffolk.com/
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/police-forces/suffolk/
https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/schools-by-type?step=default&table=schools&region=935&la-name=suffolk&geographic=la&for=primary
https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/schools-by-type?step=default&table=schools&region=935&la-name=suffolk&geographic=la&for=primary
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MESSAGE FROM PCC TIM PASSMORE
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Suffolk is one of the most stunning rural counties in 
the UK, characterised by some superb scenery and an 
excellent quality of life.   Unemployment rates are well 
below the national average and the county benefits from 
historically low levels of recorded crime and anti-social 
behaviour – it really is an excellent place in which to live, 
work, travel and invest. 

The Chief Constable is looking to recruit dynamic and 
motivational Chief Inspectors and Detective Chief Inspectors 
with a proven track record of delivering excellent police 
services. We are ambitious for the future and we want to attract 
officers who share this ambition.  Suffolk Constabulary has a 
well-deserved reputation to adapt and innovate and I will do 
all I can to ensure the Chief Constable has the resources and 
assets he needs to face the challenges of policing in a time of 
continued financial pressure and increased demand. 

For the future I think there needs to be a better understanding 
that our police service cannot be used as the automatic 
service of last resort when some other sectors might be found 
wanting. I believe the key to success is a much better whole 
systems approach with more effective partnership working.  
Long-term solutions to deep-rooted social problems cannot 
be resolved by policing alone.

The main challenge facing Suffolk Constabulary is the high 
workload and an unacceptable funding settlement from 
the Home Office which I am working, with the support of 
the Chief Constable, to rectify. That said, the workforce is 
extremely dedicated to maintaining public safety and has 
always risen to whatever challenges it faces, which has been 
truly evident through this Covid-19 pandemic. 

I have always regarded policing as one of the most important 
public services because if we are not safe and secure at home 
or work our society has serious problems. That’s why as PCC 
I will do whatever I can to support Suffolk Constabulary in 
their work and put the interests of our county at the top of 
all I do. 

As you find out more about what Suffolk has to offer, I hope 
you will be as excited to serve the people of Suffolk as I am. 
Suffolk Constabulary is a great place to work and a great 
place to live. I wish you well in your application. 

Police and Crime Commissioner
Tim Passmore
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objective 1
Responding to calls for 
urgent assistance

Objective 2
Caring about victims, 
communities, the local 
economy and our 
workforce

Objective 3
Protecting vulnerable 
people and communities 
by preventing, reducing 
and solving crime and 
reducing ASB.

Objective 4
Delivering efficient and 
effective services with 
the right resources.

Following his re-election in 2016, the Police and Crime Commissioner 
published his second Police and Crime Plan.

The current plan builds on the work started during his first term of office with 
an increased emphasis on protecting the most vulnerable in our communities 
and placing victims at the heart of all our services. 

The plan gives the Constabulary the clarity it needs to take the PCC’s vision 
forward and gives the public a clear picture of the PCC’s objectives to make 
the county a safer place in which to live, work, travel and invest.

The policing landscape is becoming 
increasingly complex and demanding.
We will strive to protect our 
vulnerable people and communities 
by continuing to prevent, reduce and 
solve crime and reduce anti-social 
behaviour.

It is vital that our communities have 
the trust and confidence to report 
crimes to the police and that victims 
of crime can access the support they 
need to cope and recover from the 
impact of a crime. As a champion 
for victims of crime the PCC needs 
to understand how effective services 
are and be satisfied that services are 
responsive, easily accessible, and 
keep people well informed.

To protect our most vulnerable 
people it is vital that the police 
respond promptly to calls for urgent 
assistance. Suffolk Constabulary 
will continue to aim to answer 
a minimum of 90% of ‘999’ calls 
within 10 seconds, and respond to 
a minimum of 90% of emergency 
incidents within 15 minutes (urban) 
and 20 minutes (rural).

To achieve the vision the 
Constabulary must have the right 
capability and capacity in place. 
Against the backdrop of increased 
challenges and budget constraints, 
the PCC is committed to ensuring the 
Constabulary has the necessary
resources, such as people and 
equipment to meet demand. 
This will be supported by a relentless 
focus on value for money and 
efficiency, and eradicating any waste.

Full detail of the Police and Crime Plan is available on 
the PCC’s website: www.suffolk-pcc.gov.uk

£

police and crime plan
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chief constable steve jupp
 �Strategic Direction
 �Chief Officers

 � Corporate Development and Change
 � Human Resources
 � Performance
 � Professional Standards
 � Equality and Diversity
 � Information Management
 � Inspection Management

 � Inspection and Review
 � Corporate Communications

National Portfolios
 � Alcohol harm & Vulnerability
 � Acid & Corrosive Substance Attacks

deputy chief constable 
rachel kearton

assistant chief constable 
rob jones

 � Territorial Policing:
        - Partnerships & Neighbourhoods
        - Community Safety
        - Operational Response

 � Crime, Safeguarding and Incident 
Management

 � Special Constabulary
 � Cadets
 � Volunteers
 � Tactical Performance Review
 � Premises Security
 � Protecting Vulnerable People

assistant chief officer 
kenneth kilpatrick

 � Finance
 � ICT
 � Transport

 � Estates
 � Procurement
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SUFFOLK CONSTABULARY
EXECUTIVE STRUCTURE

assistant chief constable 
simon megicks
Local Portfolios:

 � Protective Services
 � Joint Specialist Operations
 � Joint Cyber and Serious Crime
 � Joint Intelligence
 � Joint Authorising Officer
 � Joint Major Investigations Team 

 � Joint Forensic Services
 � Joint Justice Command
 � Criminal Justice
 � Custody
 � Criminal Investigation Unit
 � Sizewell Planning

Regional Portfolios:
 � ESMCP Regional Lead
 � 7 Forces Specialist Capability 
Lead for Major Investigation

 � 7 Forces Specialist Capability 
Lead for Intelligence

 � CPOSA Eastern Region Rep

17
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STRATEGIC PLANForce Plan 2020/23

How we work Outcomes
Work together with 
our partners and 
communities

In collaboration with 
Norfolk Constabulary

Plan for the future

Support and develop 
our people

Care about health and 
wellbeing

Everyone is a leader

Competent, consistent 
and compassionate

Driving down crime 
and catching more 

criminals

Fewer victims

Solving more crime

Safer communities

Increased trust 
and confidence in 

Suffolk Constabulary

Efficient and effective 
in all we do

Our priorities
Catch and convict criminals

High standards in all w
e do

To investigate:

Serious violence Neighbourhood 
crime and ASB

Drugs (County Lines), 
gangs and organised crime

Safety (Fatal Four) and 
crime on the roads

Domestic 
abuse

To prevent and protect:

Vulnerable people 
and children

Victims

Keep people safe

Vi
ct

im
s a

t t
he

 h
ea

rt
 o

f a
ll 

w
e 

do

ACHIEVING THE NATIONAL POLICING VISION 2025 - KEEPING THE PUBLIC SAFE

Serious sexual
offences and rape

Successfully deliver Suffolk’s 
Police and Crime Plan
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t/chief supt marina ericson & 
detective chief supt eamonn bridger
Thank you for your interest in the position of Chief Inspector/
Detective Chief Inspector in Suffolk. We offer a fantastic 
opportunity for you play a vital role in leading our committed 
officers and staff to achieve our mission of catching and 
convicting criminals whilst keeping the public safe. 

In Suffolk we are rightly proud of our diversity, in both our 
landscape and our communities. Largely rural, the county 
has a fantastic mix of small villages and hamlets alongside 
larger urban towns, each with their own celebrated histories. 
Alongside our beautiful countryside, we have a stunning 
coastline and popular seaside resorts. 

The variety provided brings different challenges for our 
officers and staff, who have often grown up in these 
communities. It is crucial the Constabulary’s leaders are 
flexible and understand the various parts of the county to 
enable them to engage with the community we serve. We 
strive to ensure we are responsive to the changing needs 
and remain representative of the population of Suffolk.  

We view the Constabulary as a family, where officers, staff and 
volunteers, of all ranks and positions, have the opportunity 
to get to know each other and become friends as well as 
colleagues. This strong support network and team-ethic 
ensures everyone retains an identity whilst being part of 
wider team approaches.

While we are proud to live and work in one of the safest 
counties in the country, it is important we are not complacent 
and continue to improve and evolve. Our leaders guide 
the Constabulary’s workforce towards key priorities; to cut 
crime, to catch and convict criminals and to keep Suffolk’s 
communities safe.

Chief Constable Steve Jupp recently published his strategic 
three-year plan, identifying areas where we will focus our 
strategic and operational delivery. Through Operation 
Evolve, the Constabulary will ensure that positive business 
changes implemented during the Covid-19 pandemic are 
retained and the benefits from opportunities presented are 
maximised.

This is just one of a number of areas where we are developing, 
driven largely from within our own workforce. Our Creating 
Capacity programme reviews how the force can become 
more efficient, ensuring more time is available for officers 
and staff to work towards our priorities. This includes looking 
at how technology can improve investigations, increase 
visibility and help ensure positive outcomes for our victims.

Policing in Suffolk has experienced challenge and change 
in equal measure in recent years. This is however, an 
exciting time to join us. The national uplift programme 
will see additional officers recruited, while Suffolk’s Office 
of the Police and Crime Commissioner has supported the 
introduction of additional proactive resources and capability 
to deal with the demands of digital material in investigations. 

Policing, in every context, is ever-changing and prospective 
leaders in Suffolk must be able to build positive relationships, 
be flexible and ready to adapt. The positive energy brought 
by an effective leader is exactly what our staff need to help 
them fulfil their personal potential and in turn enable the 
Constabulary as a whole to do the same.

t/chief supt 
marina ericson

detective chief supt
eamonn bridger
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Newmarket 

Andy 
Martin

NPT Insp

Becky
Kidd-Stanton

NPT Insp

Claire
Simons

NPT Insp

COUNTY POLICING MAP 

Felixstowe

Lowestoft

Beccles

Halesworth

Leiston

Woodbridge 

             Police Headquarters

Stowmarket

Bury St Edmunds 

Sudbury

Haverhill

Mildenhall 

Brandon

Landmark House

Museum Street Heath Road

Eye

Hadleigh

Key
  Emergency Response base  

   SNT base

  Joint public sector estate

  Public access point

  Crime Co-ordination Centre

Ixworth

FramlinghamElmswell
Debenham

Clare

Localities
Mildenhall
Bury St Edmunds
Sudbury
Stowmarket
Ipswich West & Hadleigh
Ipswich Central
Ipswich East, Felixstowe 
& Woodbridge
Lowestoft
Halesworth

WEST

T/Superintendent
Simon Mills

Mark Shipton
Mildenhall

Kevin Horton
Sudbury/
Haverhill

Matt Paisley
Bury St Edmunds

Shawn Wakeling
Stowmarket

EAST

Superintendent
Paul Sharp

Mark Jackson
Halesworth

Nick Aitken
Lowestoft

SOUTH

Superintendent
Kerry Cutler

Kirsty Graefe
South West

Vicky McParland
Ipswich Central

Sally Henderson
South East

Three area-based commands, each led by a Superintendent.

Nine policing ‘localities’, each led by an Inspector, working with a 
‘One Team’ ethos, combining response services, investigations, Safer 
Neighbourhood Teams, volunteers and the Special Constabulary.

Eighteen Safer Neighbourhood Teams working with partners and 
communities to reduce demand and tackle anti-social behaviour and 
crime, based on threat, harm, risk and vulnerability.

Locality Inspectors

Locality Inspectors

Locality Inspectors

Chief Inspector
Matt Carney

Chief Inspector
Sarsfield 
Donohue

T/Chief Inspector
Stuart Weaver
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crime, safeguarding and incident management (csim)
The Crime, Safeguarding and Incident Management Command was 
reconfigured in 2018 and provides specialist functions to deal with the 
complex requirements of modern-day policing. The command holds strategic 
responsibility for key themes and consists of three core delivery areas within 
a local policing context:

Serious & Complex Investigations:
This area of the command is geographically spread within the strategic 
policing commands and is responsible for delivery of all serious and complex 
investigations held within local policing. It is made up of the following Teams 
with the described responsibilities:

• Criminal Investigations Department (CID) – Reactive investigations 
relating to serious violence and serious acquisitive crime.

• Safeguarding Investigation Units (SIU) – Reactive investigations 
relating to vulnerable adult abuse/ serious sexual offences and multi-
agency child protection.

Demand Reduction:
This area of the command is responsible for achieving crime and incident 
demand reduction through the early intervention/ disruption of offenders 
through proactive targeting and policing activity. It is made up of the 
following teams with the described responsibilities:

• Op Sentinel & Scorpion Teams – Proactive disruption and enforcement 
activities against priority individuals utilising technology and policing 
powers to maximise impact and effectively action intelligence.

• Serious Crime Disruption Team (SCDT) – Proactive investigations of 
serious and organised criminals that have the greatest impact on the local 
policing communities. 

• Internet Child Abuse Investigation Team (ICAIT) – Proactive 
investigation of national agency referrals relating to internet-based abuse 
against children.

• Public Protection Unit (PPU) – Partnership management of Registered 
Sex Offenders (RSO) and high-level violent offenders in community 
settings to encourage rehabilitation or early detection of further offending.

• Integrated Offender Management (IOM) – Partnership management 
of chaotic, high volume offenders to encourage rehabilitation in the 
community or enforcement where offending patterns continue.

Workflow Management:

This area of the command is responsible for the vast majority of public and 
multi-agency contact that leads to police deployment. The largest demand 
drivers are managed centrally but with force wide responsibility for the area 
of business:

• Command and Control Room (CCR) – Call answering, handling and 
despatch in relation to all public contact with the organisation.

• Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) – Enhanced information 
sharing hub with co-located key partners to ensure the early triage and 
case conferencing with regard to the safeguarding of vulnerable adults 
and children across Suffolk.

• Incident & Crime Management Hub (ICMH) – Crime recording and 
desk-based investigation of volume and priority crime types including 
‘Action Fraud’ referrals. The hub is responsible for in excess of 35,00 
incidents and processes in excess of 80% of investigative demand.

• Domestic Abuse Team (DAT) – Provides safeguarding support to 
domestic abuse investigations and secondary risk assessments in relation 
to victims. Ensures close liaison with Independent Domestic Violence 
Advocate (IDVA) scheme and police engagement with the Multi Agency 
Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC).

• Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) – Provides support to victims 
and evidence gathering to investigations of sexual offences. Delivers the 
Independent Sexual Violence Advocate (ISVA) scheme.

2524
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advertisement
CHIEF INSPECTOR OPPORTUNITIES
Current Chief Inspectors and Qualified Inspectors 
Seeking Promotion

Closing date: Midday on Wednesday 19 August 2020

Suffolk Constabulary has opportunities for experienced Chief 
Inspectors and suitably qualified Inspectors seeking promotion.  

We have vacancies in a number of areas and we are particularly 
interested to hear from qualified detectives.

We are looking for inspirational leaders to join our team and help 
continue to place us at the forefront of policing. You will play a key 
role in developing teams and working with partners to enhance 
the Constabulary’s performance and provide an exceptional 
service to the people of Suffolk.

Once you pass our selection processes we will complete pre-
employment checks which consist of a force medical assessment, 
fitness test and vetting checks.

If you are an operationally credible leader, committed to improving 
service delivery we would love to hear from you so please contact 
the recruitment team on 01953 425699 (extension 2334) for further 
information or to request an application pack. Alternatively, you 
can request a pack by emailing the team at TransfereeSuffolk@ 
suffolk.pnn.police.uk. 

Please make it clear if you are applying as a current substantive 
Chief Inspector or as an Inspector seeking promotion as the 
application packs are different and we want to ensure you are 
issued the correct pack.

Please note the closing date for completed applications to be 
received is midday Wednesday 19th August 2020 so we 
strongly suggest you don’t delay and contact us today. 

mailto:TransfereeSuffolk@suffolk.pnn.police.uk
mailto:TransfereeSuffolk@suffolk.pnn.police.uk
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comprehensive role profile
Post: Chief Inspector

A senior middle manager responsible for co-
ordinating the work of teams of sworn Constables, 
Sergeants, Inspectors and police staff or managing 
a department with specific geographical or 
functional responsibility for the delivery of a 
range of diverse policing services, ensuring 
organisational standards are upheld.

Main accountabilities, responsibilities and activities 
of the post:

• Develop and implement operational plans for the
area of responsibility

• Map the environment in which the organisation
operates

• Assess, negotiate and secure sources of funding
• Formulate, monitor and review tactics to achieve

strategic objectives for law enforcement operations
• Identify and manage operational threats and risks
• Respond to emergencies at the tactical (silver) level
• Plan, implement and manage systems for the

exchange of sensitive information, data and
intelligence

• Support others to make best use of the media
• Develop and manage multi-agency partnerships

• Evidence of competent
performance in the role of
Inspector

• Previous experience of temporary/
acting Chief Inspector

Candidates must also provide 
evidence on their application form 
in line with the role of Middle 
Manager for the following criteria 
within the Professional Policing 
Framework (PPF):

• Evidence to support public service
• Demonstrates professionalism
• Evidence of leadership (including

leading change, leading people
and managing performance

• Evidence of competent decision
making

• Effectively working with others

Training Requirements of Role (this 
is a standard section which appears 
on all officer role profiles)

Induction:

• Force/Command Induction
• Office Infrastructure
• Risk assessments relating to role
• Force administration procedures

and documentation relating to
role

• Force policies relating to role (e.g.
Diversity, Human Rights, Health &
Safety etc)

• Knowledge of interfaces and roles
of outside agencies and other
departments

• Command/Department and
individual objectives

• Legislation relating to role
• Use of equipment

Core training for role:

Foundation for Senior Leadership

Eligibility Criteria:

2929
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selection process

30

Wed 8 July
We welcome 

applications for the 
rank of Chief Inspector. 

Application window 
opens at 9am.

Wed 19 August 
The closing date for 
applications is at 
midday on Wednesday 
19 August 2020.

Fri 21 August
Shortlisting completed.

Wed 26 August
Successful 

applicants will 
receive an invitation 

to interview.
September

Final board 
interviews to take 

place in September.

Appointment date 
confirmed following 

successful 
pre-employment 

clearance.

Appointed
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privacy notice
The Chief Constable in pursuance of statutory functions 
appoints the Assistant Chief Constable. 

In order to make this appointment Suffolk Constabulary require 
access to the personal data of applicants.  

The data collected in the application process will be used to 
make an appointment decision. In the case of unsuccessful 
applicants the data will be retained and disposed of in 
accordance with the time period specified in the GDPR Policy 
(available on the Suffolk Constabulary website).  

Where an applicant is successful the applicant’s data will be 
retained and disposed of, again in accordance with the time 
period in the GDPR policy. Personal data obtained from the 
successful applicant will be used to facilitate the successful 
delivery of the appointment.  

It will be shared in order to deliver where appropriate the 
functions relating to service delivery, HR, pension, payroll, ICT 
and vetting and such other necessary functions.  

Your personal data will only be reasonably used to enable 
the discharge of statutory functions. Suffolk Constabulary 
has adopted a GDPR Policy which sets out their approach to 
handling personal data.  

A data subject has the following rights under the GDPR: 

• The right of access to their personal data; 
• The right to require a controller to rectify errors in their 

personal data; 
• The right to require a controller to delete their personal 

data if the continued processing of those data is not 
justified; 

• The right to restrict the controller in the processing of their 
personal data; 

• The right to transfer their personal data between controllers 
where appropriate; 

• The right to object to the processing of their data in certain 
circumstances; 

• The right not to be evaluated on the basis of automated 
processing. 

These rights are explored in more detail in the GDPR Policy 
at www.suffolk.police.uk/data-protection
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